It’s About Time

Synchronized Clock Solutions for Schools

Solutions

Earn a Better Grade in Timekeeping
Rauland’s complete line of synchronized timekeeping solutions allows
your teachers and staff members to focus on what they do best—
providing your students with a rich learning experience.

Better Learning Environment
When every clock within your facility is in sync, teachers can maximize
learning time, students and buses run on schedule, and hallway traffic
flows smoothly. Synchronized clocks:

• Ensure your entire facility is on the same time—no more students roaming the halls while others are still in class.

• Guarantee students have the correct amount of time to take standard-

Rauland keeps every
student, teacher and
administrator in your
school and across
the district on time
and in sync.

ized tests, including countdown timers so students know how much
time is left.

• Integrate seamlessly with your paging and intercom systems for a
complete internal communication and timekeeping solution.

Easy Investment
When compared to inexpensive, non-synchronized clocks that lose time
and require frequent maintenance, our stand-alone master clocks
and integrated time keeping solutions deliver an unmatched return
on your investment.
Rauland-Borg has been at the head of the class when it comes to
integrated communications technology and timekeeping systems. We
have been in this industry since 1922 and earned our reputation as the
industry leader by delivering innovative solutions and maintaining a
commitment to quality products.

Our timekeeping
systems feature
superior technology
for educational
facilities, including
campus environments.

Wireless Solutions
Rauland’s wireless clocks provide easily installed, low maintenance

or

solutions for synchronized time. The 467 MHz frequency provides
superior wireless coverage so every clock is in synch.
NTP Receiver

Transmitter/Receivers

GPS Receiver

• 5 Watt Transmitter with Telecenter time synchronized
(model WCXATRAN)

• GPS Receiver (model WCXRVRGPS)
• NTP Receiver (model WCXRVRNTP)
• External antenna mounting kit available

Wireless Clocks

Wireless Clocks

(model WCXTANTKT)

Clocks

• 13" & 16" Analog Clock (battery or 24 VAC)
• 2.5" Four-digit Digital (red and white LEDs)
• 2.5" Six-digit Digital (white LEDs only)
• 4" Four-digit Digital (red and white LEDs)
• Various double-face mounting options
WCXATRAN

13” Analog Clocks

Wireless Clocks

WCXRVRGPS and WCXRVRNTP

4” Four-digit Digital

With our full line of
clocks, there is a style
and a size to fit every
corner and classroom
of your facility.

Wireless Transmitter

Wireless Clocks

Products

Wired Solutions
Rauland’s wired clocks provide a maintenance-free way to
synchronize time throughout your facility.

Master Clocks

• Atomic Time Sync Module (model TCAMCS)
• Master Clock with Bell Schedules (model 2524)

Clock
Single CAT 5e
or better

Clocks

• 12" & 16" Analog Clocks (24 or 120 VAC)
• 1.8" four-digit digital (Red LED, 24 or 120 VAC)
• 2.5" four-digit digital (Red LED, 24 or 120 VAC)
• Various double-face mounting options

Speaker

Telecenter Rack
Call Switch

TCAMCS

12” Analog Clocks

Model 2524

2.5” Four-digit Digital

Integrating seamlessly
to your paging and
intercom system
allows your facility
to run smoothly and
efficiently.

Reputation

Trust the Name
Singular Service
Since 1922, Rauland-Borg has been dedicated to the communication
needs of schools just like yours, which is why you will find
Rauland communications and time keeping solutions in more
schools than any other brand.
Our clock systems are backed with our five year manufacturer’s warranty. It’s our
guarantee to you of system quality, performance and reliability.
Rauland-Borg’s family of distributors share our same dedication in supporting the
unique needs of schools. Together, we can provide turnkey solutions for your
communication and time keeping needs.
Rauland-Borg distributors have round-the-clock access to technical support. If a critical

Rauland has been
setting new standards
for integrated
communications
technology and
customer service
since 1922.

part of your system is down, we’re always here to help your distributor get you up and
running again as quickly as possible.

Single Source
Our Rauland Synchronized clock solutions, together with our Telecenter family of
communication systems, provide an integrated solution to keep your campus and your
district connected and running on time.

Please visit www.rauland.com
to learn more.

Our Telecenter
communication
systems deliver
complete school
and districtwide solutions.
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